MEM System (precision improvement)
One of the ways to maximize precision of the MEM system is to make on-site calibration. The test scenario, where the CTs measure
the shortcut current of secondary coil of a transformer, shows that it is possible to generate relatively high current at low power.

Test scenario and the result of measured primary coil parameters of the transformer with shorted secondary coil
The idea for on-site MEM system calibration is to use voltage transformer (VT) with additional coil to generate big enough shortcut
current. The shortcut wire can be used to string up the CTs, measure the current and recalculate calibration coefficients. One potential
problem is the possibility the shortcut current to influence measurement coil voltage and has to be investigated. Fortunately, this
influence can be measured and taken into account at calculation of the calibration coefficients.
Other influence over the system precision is the noise induced in CTs and connection cables. While nothing to do with CT itself the
cable can be shielded and the location of the burden resistor and the filter has to be investigated.

Sensor set variants and exemplary label content
Without matter where they will be located all components (CT, the cable, the burden resistor and the filter components) can be
mounted together and calibrated at production process. This is the main idea to develop separate sensor board carrying all relevant
components. In addition recalibration can be made by the user and eventually periodically.
Individual calibration coefficient has to be printed on a label, fixed to the sensor set and used at MEM system on-site setup. The label
can also be used to write down MEM channel and current circuit name attached to. All this information collected together will help the
user in system setup process.

Measured calculation ratio and error for used CTs
Other big issue is the great error at measuring of small currents. This problem can be solved with using built-in operational amplifier to
increase the signal from CTs. It is possible only if differential ADC inputs are in use. One drawback is the noise amplification but the
influence over MEM system precision has to be investigated.

MEM System (simple alternative prototype and first tests with single ended ADC inputs)
The simple alternative of MEM system prototype as hardware is implemented with universal PCB (as a main board) stacked with
Olimex’ AVR-T32U4 board (Leonardo compatible). AVR-T32U4 board is preferred to Olimexino-Nano because all ADC inputs are
free for use. Unfortunately, AVCC and AGND are not wired to the connector and it has no battery supply but these problems can be
solved with adding its modified variant to the main board itself because it is OSHW licensed.

Main and sensor boards schematics, AVR-T32U4 interconnections, MEM prototype and measurement scenario
For testing is used scenario with 0-250V/2kVA autotransformer and 220V/18V/180VA transformer with secondary coil shorted.
ANG AC-AC 9V/0.66A adapter is used as VT (connected to ADC13 and the oscilloscope channel 1) and a single SCT013-000 100A
50mA is used as CT (connected to ADC12 and the oscilloscope channel 2). Other 10 ADC inputs are connected to ADC12. Hanteck’s
DSO5102P oscilloscope is used to observe waveforms. DT3366L multimeter with current clamp is used to measure short cut current.
Robert Wall’s emonLibCM library and EmonTxV34CM_min.ino sketch are used for the first test. The main changes made in the
sketch are to set pins 6-11 (ADC8-13) as inputs in setup function and to form appropriate JSON output to serial (over USB) channel.
In emonLibCM.cpp except extending arrays from 4/5 to 11/12 members following essential changes (marked in red) were made:
// <-- Sequence in which the analogue ports are scanned, first is Voltage, remainder are currents
static byte ADC_MuxSeq[max_no_of_channels+1] =
{0x25,0x24,0x23,0x22,0x21,0x20, 0x07,0x06,0x05,0x04,0x01,0x00}; // added
static byte ADC_Sequence[max_no_of_channels+1] = { 11, 10,
9,
8,
7,
6,
5,
4,
3,
2,
1,
0}; // changed
// in function void EmonLibCM_interrupt() is added:
if ((ADC_MuxSeq[next] & (1 << MUX5)))
ADCSRB |= (1 << MUX5);
else
ADCSRB &= (0 << MUX5);
ADMUX = ADCRef + (ADC_MuxSeq[next] & 0x1f);
// set up the next-but-one conversion
// instead of:
// ADMUX = ADCRef + ADC_Sequence[next];

// set up the next-but-one conversion

Case 1: Immediately after starting up at 5A
{ Va: 227.76, Hz: 50.016, Sp: 1,
Ia: [ 5.084, 5.063, 5.058, 5.057, 5.057, 5.060, 5.053, 5.056, 5.052, 5.056, 5.056 ],
PF: [ 0.9981, 0.9984, 0.9986, 0.9987, 0.9988, 0.9988, 0.9989, 0.9989, 0.9989, 0.9988, 0.9988 ],
Wr: [
1156,
1151,
1150,
1150,
1150,
1151,
1150,
1150,
1149,
1150,
1150 ],
Wa: [
1158,
1153,
1152,
1152,
1152,
1152,
1151,
1152,
1151,
1151,
1152 ],
Wh: [
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0 ],
}
Case 2: Later on at 16A
{ Va: 227.90, Hz: 50.016, Sp: 1,
Ia: [ 16.098, 16.080, 16.074, 16.075, 16.077, 16.076, 16.075, 16.077, 16.077, 16.075, 16.074 ],
PF: [ 0.9997, 0.9998, 0.9999, 0.9999, 0.9999, 0.9999, 0.9999, 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9997, 0.9997 ],
Wr: [
3668,
3664,
3663,
3663,
3664,
3663,
3663,
3663,
3663,
3662,
3662 ],
Wa: [
3669,
3665,
3663,
3664,
3664,
3664,
3664,
3664,
3664,
3663,
3663 ],
Wh: [
47,
46,
46,
46,
46,
46,
46,
46,
46,
46,
46 ],
}
Case 3: Later on at 0A (second transformer switched off)
{ Va: 225.40, Hz: 49.953, Sp: 1,
Ia: [ 0.146, 0.122, 0.118, 0.118, 0.119, 0.124, 0.132, 0.126, 0.129, 0.133, 0.109 ],
PF: [ 0.5149, 0.1331, -0.1077, -0.1499, -0.1815, -0.2350, -0.1731, -0.1663, -0.1771, -0.2000, -0.1255 ],
Wr: [
17,
4,
-2,
-3,
-4,
-6,
-4,
-4,
-4,
-5,
-2 ],
Wa: [
33,
28,
27,
27,
27,
28,
30,
28,
29,
30,
25 ],
Wh: [
483,
478,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476 ],
}
Case 4: Later on at 0.19A (autotransformer moved to lower position)
{ Va: 224.81, Hz: 49.953, Sp: 1,
Ia: [ 0.324, 0.298, 0.295, 0.292, 0.288, 0.290, 0.288, 0.288, 0.290, 0.293, 0.285 ],
PF: [ 0.9520, 0.9421, 0.9417, 0.9361, 0.9320, 0.9301, 0.9299, 0.9309, 0.9324, 0.9344, 0.9303 ],
Wr: [
69,
63,
62,
61,
60,
61,
60,
60,
61,
62,
60 ],
Wa: [
73,
67,
66,
66,
65,
65,
65,
65,
65,
66,
64 ],
Wh: [
484,
479,
477,
477,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476,
476 ],
}

Case 1-2
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Case 3

Monitoring Minimal Demo

Case 4

EmonTx v3.4 EmonLibCM Continuous
Datalog period: 1.0 seconds
ADC Input channels:
ch00: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch01: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch02: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch03: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch04: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch05: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch06: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch07: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch08: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch09: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch10: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux
ch11: getLogicalChannel: 00, mux

Prototype in action

The result sent via USB serial is:

Problems found are marked in red. Wrong getLogicalChannel return result probably reflects to impossibility to setup some of the
channels to scan (currently out of the scope of the development). Other problems are the big noise and wrong results in case 3. Used
transformers in measurement scenario add big phase shift (~40°) compensated by calibration value (phaseCal_CT).

Multichannel Home Electricity Monitoring System (advanced alternative)
This alternative of the project is inspired by CircuitSetup’s Expandable 6 Channel ESP32 Energy Meter based on Microchip’s ATM90E32AS IC for
precise metering of three-phase four-wire (3P4W, Y0) or three-phase three-wire (3P3W, Y or Δ) electricity consumption and ESP32 for
communication. The solution consists of almost the same boards (base and add) with up to 2 voltage and 3 current inputs. Apart from the high price
and strange 3 phase solution (to use 2 chips while single one supports that) it is very ineffective to have 2 almost the same boards with SPI
connectivity. On the other hand it is inefficient to connect over audio jacks many CTs like SNS-CURRENT-HWCT-5A-5MA (offered by Olimex for
1€ instead of SNS-CURRENT-CT013-100A for 10€). For example for monitoring of my apartment with 9 local circuits (up to 16Aac each) and total
input (up to 64Aac) the price is between $274.58 and $366.58 without VAT and delivery taxes. If add 115€ (without VAT and delivery taxes) for
Olimex’ OSHW Lime2-Server (minimal configuration with 120GB SSD) I have to pay approximately 800BGN without VAT and delivery taxes or
something like 1000BGN (500€) total. The half of that price is for 2x 6 channel measurement boards and 9x YHDC SCT006. Provided I manage to
save 10% (which is overrated) on my electricity bill this cost will be recouped in more than 6 years. This calculation does not include the cost of
electrical appliances that must be replaced to actually reduce the bill. In conclusion, the purchase and installation of such a household electricity
consumption monitoring system is more a matter of feeling in control of running costs mainly in view of the current crises.
For the above reasons, reducing the price and combining the monitoring system with other activities is imperative. A simple and lower in price
alternative is discussed later on and it is based on Lime2-Server hardwired via USB with Olimexino-Nano, HWCT-5A/5mA CTs and
OpenEnergyMonitor project (especially emonLibCM by Robert Wall and emonCMS). A simple interconnection board has to be developed and for
the BOM of 150€ (including Lime2-Server, Olimexino-Nano, CTs, VT) the system can be used for additional home applications. The disadvantage is
that such a system will not be precise enough (it is hard to reach 1% precision) to control the bill which is essential for a countries like Bulgaria.
As a result of the reasoning, a more precise solution based on the ATM90E32AS IC (4.6€ at small quantity) is proposed. To avoid the shortcomings
of the CircuitSetup’s system, a different design of the measurement board is planned. The main ATM90E32AS based board will consists of a single
IC with 3x current and 3x voltage channels and SPI bus with enough GPIOs for selecting enough ICs individually. Using all 3x current and 3x voltage
inputs many 3 phase consumers can be monitored easily. In addition to optional audio jacks a cheap pin header can be used to connect directly CTs.
The IC voltage inputs can be selected to use external transformers (up to 3x on each board with optional power jacks) or single one connected to any
of the voltage inputs. The powering of the boards will be over USB from Olimexino-Nano so the voltage sensors can be smaller like 1-2VA
transformers and 1.3mm power jacks for reaching lower price and the board dimensions like 30x40mm. The optional jacks will also decrease
dramatically the BOM and end price in case of using CTs like HWCT-5A/5mA (10 times cheaper than SCT-006/SCT-013). Double and quadruple
board variants will be achieved by simple multiplication of a single board. All measurement board variants can be stacked with cheap 2.54mm pin
header connectors. A simple interconnection board will also be developed for stacking with Olimexino-Nano. It will also carry LiPo battery when
possible. On the other hand Olimexino-Nano can be stacked with Olimexino-Nano-Bat and ESP8266 WiFi module for wireless communication with
Lime2-Server in case of usage of the monitoring unit as a remote node in multi-node installations.
Maximal number of single boards could be addressed via SPI is 16 so up to 48x 1 phase or up to 16x 3 phase measurement point are possible. The
final BOM for comparable number of CTs will exceed the BOM (Olimex sale price of 150€ including Lime2-Server, Olimexino-Nano, CTs, VT) of
the simple alternative with less than 50€ even if optional jacks (half of that price) are mounted. It can be supposed that for a typical installation with
12 measurement points with single voltage sensor and usage of HWCT-5A/5mA current sensors final price like 250€ (or 500BGN without VAT and
delivery taxes) is feasible.

Single, double and quadruple variants of the measurement part of the system (ESP8266 and LiPo battery are optional)
In addition to above a simple weather station and room climate monitoring units based on ESP8266 and appropriate temperature, humidity, light etc.
sensors can be used. Currently only electric company’s electrometer is hard to connect because in blocks of flats they are in locked cabinets in the
basements. In houses they are located on the streets and optical counter sensor wirelessly connected to Lime2-Server by ESP8266 can be used but the
problem is the vandal protection and distance.
And finally, the commercial usage of such a system is also relevant because of possibility to monitor all electric consumers (including 3 phase once)
for optimizing their electric bills. In such installations ESP8266 WiFi module could be changed to RS485/RS422 one (like MOD-RS485-ISO or
MOD-RS485) with or without galvanic isolation usable for long distances of full or half duplex communication in noisy environments.
Notes: The prices above are approximate. The calculations do not include any production expenses. All they can be used for reference only.

Multichannel Home Electricity Monitoring System (simple alternative)
The simple alternative as hardware will be based on low cost (a hundred euros) and low consumption (a few watts) Linux server like
Olimex’ OSHW LIME2-SERVER (with battery backup and SSD) and web application written on JavaScript and using Web Sockets
(WS). Real time data will be processed by Arduino application working in Atmega32u4. Data will be archived on the SSD. The system
could be connected via Gigabit Ethernet, Wi-Fi or 3G/4G Mobile and accessed locally or globally from Internet. The compact and
contactless current sensors like HWCT-5A/5mA can be added to an existing electricity switchboard without modifications and
additional safety requirements. In case of wireless communication in local network the system will be completely isolated and safe. Of
course, general safety rules have to be applied when installing the sensors in the electricity switchboard. In case of wired
communication the standard rules for computer equipment powering will be applied.

Real scenario: up to 9 current differential measurement points (16A each), total IRMS (64AAC) and VRMS (220VAC)

Production candidates: current / voltage sensors, Olimexino-Nano and Olinuxino-Lime2-Server (150€ BOM)

Different interconnection scenarios grant big flexibility of the simple alternative of MEM system
The idea to separate CT resistor and filter on an additional sensor board will simplify the main MEM board and will add flexibility. A
single sensor board can be used for both differential and single ended connections to ADC. It can be used in both simple and
advanced MEM alternatives. On the other hand the sensor board can be located at CT, main board sides even in the middle. The same
idea can be applied for voltage sensors which will make possible to use different kinds of VTs.
Optionally, internal and external temperature (DS18B20 based) and other environmental sensors could be connected as well. The low
consumption Lime2-Server with built-in UPS itself can be used to host also other home services like WEB, TOR, NextClowd,
HomeAssistant etc.
Built-in analytical and long term observation can be used for optimizing and decreasing the home electricity consumption, from the
one hand. On the other hand, the metering accuracy can be certified by an authorized organization and served to control the electricity
supply company.
The limitation in monitoring of two-way interconnected homes can be avoided in future by using advanced measurement algorithms
and probably more resourceful real time processing unit (based on ARM Cortex-M4 MCUs like STM32F3xx/4xx). The other direction
in Multichannel Home Electricity Monitoring System development could be the measurement and the observation of the selfproduced electricity from photovoltaic, wind generator, geothermal etc. equipment targeting to reach sustainable green homes.
Consumption control based on time zones and priorities could be added as functionality in addition to metering. In case of
unidirectional or two-way connectivity some home appliances can be limited to user defined time zones. In case of self-production of
electricity all home appliances can be divided in groups with different priorities and corresponding powering rules. For implementing
of such functionality current circuits should be switched on and off using relays controlled by real time processing unit. In case of selfproduction of electricity without two-way connectivity switching devices should also be used. In such advanced use cases a special
electricity switchboard should be used as well.

HWCT-5A/5mA and SCT013-000 100A 50mA measurement scenario
based on Arduino ATmega 32u4 (Olimex’ OLIMEXINO-NANO board),
David Pilling's Differential ADC library and Arduino DiffADCInterrupts sketch
The idea is inspired by OpenEnergyMonitor project, David Pilling's Differential ADC library and appropriate
current transformer (CT) sensors offered by Olimex. According to Figure 24-1 and Table 24-4 (Input Channel
and Gain Selections) in the Atmel’s AVR 8 Atmega32u4 datasheet it can be seen that MCU has 9 differential
inputs combined with 3 gain selections for the built-in amplifier. A possible data capture scenario could be Free
Running mode with auto trigger enabled and ADC interrupt at sampling end. In such a set up conversion takes
14 ADC clocks. In case of using 9.6 KHz sample rate (divide by 128 pre-scaler) it can be captured 178 samples
for 20ms (1 AC cycle) which is enough for precise RMS value calculation of the selected channel. It probably
will be possible to calculate sum of squared values in interrupt routine which will stop after each 178-th sample.
In main loop it has to be set up the cannel selection before starting capture and will be calculated RMS for given
value after that. Two more capture cycles have to be done for calculating of VAC and total IAC taken form
electricity mains via transformer and SCT013 connected to the single ended ADC inputs (ADC8 – ADC13). As
a result ten RMS values (VRMS and I1RMS – I9RMS) can be obtained for 200ms and up to 5 measurements per
second will be possible. Of course, additional processing will down this rate but even a single measurement of
the AC power for 8+1 home electricity consumers per second is quite attractive and completely reachable.

Including pinout conformity
with Olimexino-Nano
(Arduino Leonardo compatible)

Testing differential inputs on ATmega32u4 with 200 gain of the built-in amplifier

HWCT-5A/5mA and SCT013-000-100A-50mA sensors calibration charts

Modified test bed

Back calculated Tratio is 1:922 and 1:978 at 10 and 5 Ohm Rb
instead of 1:1000 (7.8% and 2.2% error respectively)

To measure IRMS up to 16A and Vp-p up to 3.3V
Rb should be 7.06 Ohm ±0.1% and gain 10

Back calculated Tratio is 1:2019 at 120 Ohm Rb
instead of 1:2000 (9.4% error)

To measure IRMS up to 64A and Vp-p up to 3.3V
Rb should be 36.1 Ohm ±0.1% and gain 1

Notes: The measurement in the tests till now is not precise enough,

Power circuit current is not more than 20A for safety reasons,
More precise calibration should be done before final usage.

HWCT-5A/5mA and SCT013-000-100A-50mA comparison
Feature
Nominal current
Maximum current
Turns ratio
Current ratio
DC resistance
Load resistor
Accuracy
Linearity

HWCT-5A/5mA
Datasheet
Measured
5A
1A
20 A
1:1000
1:833
5A:5 mA
1A:1.2mA
155 Ohms
45 Ohms
2 Ohms
120 Ohms
±2%

SCT013-000 100A 50mA
Datasheet
Measured
100 A
1A
120 A
1:2000
1:1667
100A:50mA
1A:0.6mA
103 Ohms
10 Ohms
120 Ohms
±1%
≤0.2%

Test bed
First test results (measured AC voltage at given AC current in the power chain)
HWCTSCT0135A/5mA
100A 50mA
Test conditions
Rpow
5 Ohms
5 Ohms
V
5 VRMS
5 VRMS
A
1 ARMS
1 ARMS
R
120 Ohms
120 Ohms
Calculations (datasheet based)
Vp-p = 2 *
* I * R * Turns ratio
Vp-p
339.4 mV
169.7 mV
Test results
Ch.
1
2
Scale 100 mV/div
50 mV/div
Vp-p
408 mV
204 mV
Diff.
20%
20%

The big difference for the both sensors can eventually be explained mainly with not very precise measurement.
On the other hand there is a quite big difference in declared in the data sheet DC resistance (155 Ohms) and
measured (45 Ohms) for the HWCT-5A/5mA sensor.

JLCPCB – Chineese PCB manufacturer (sensor board ver. 0.3 order)

2022/12/29 10:51:00 Delivered, PLOVDIV - BULGARIA
2022/12/29 07:12:00 Shipment is out with courier for delivery, PLOVDIV - BULGARIA
2022/12/29 04:23:00 Arrived at DHL Delivery Facility PLOVDIV - BULGARIA, PLOVDIV - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 09:49:00 Shipment has departed from a DHL facility SOFIA - BULGARIA,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 07:42:00 Processed at SOFIA - BULGARIA,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 07:31:00 Clearance processing complete at SOFIA - BULGARIA,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 07:06:00 Shipment is on hold,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 07:05:00 Arrived at DHL Sort Facility SOFIA - BULGARIA,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 05:15:00 Customs clearance status updated. Note - The Customs clearance process may start while the shipment is in transit to the destination.,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 05:01:00 Customs clearance status updated. Note - The Customs clearance process may start while the shipment is in transit to the destination.,SOFIA - BULGARIA
2022/12/28 04:39:00 Shipment has departed from a DHL facility LEIPZIG - GERMANY,LEIPZIG - GERMANY
2022/12/27 23:35:00 Processed at LEIPZIG - GERMANY,LEIPZIG - GERMANY
2022/12/27 20:24:00 Arrived at DHL Sort Facility LEIPZIG - GERMANY,LEIPZIG - GERMANY
2022/12/27 11:58:00 Shipment has departed from a DHL facility BAHRAIN - BAHRAIN,BAHRAIN - BAHRAIN
2022/12/27 09:39:00 Shipment is in transit to destination,BAHRAIN - BAHRAIN
2022/12/26 21:58:00 Shipment has departed from a DHL facility HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA,HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
2022/12/26 15:53:00 Clearance processing complete at HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA,HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
2022/12/26 15:52:00 Processed at HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA,HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
2022/12/26 15:02:00 Arrived at DHL Sort Facility HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA,HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
2022/12/26 12:48:00 Customs clearance status updated. Note - The Customs clearance process may start while the shipment is in transit to the destination.,HONG KONG - HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
2022/12/26 12:11:00 Clearance processing complete at ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND,ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND
2022/12/26 10:18:00 Clearance event,ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND
2022/12/26 09:41:00 Arrived at DHL Sort Facility ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND,ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND
2022/12/26 08:25:00 Shipment has departed from a DHL facility ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND,ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND
2022/12/26 07:15:00 Processed at ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND,ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND
2022/12/26 06:48:00 Shipment picked up,ZHUJIANG DELTA AREA - CHINA MAINLAND
2022/12/25 12:22:37 Packaged,waiting for pick up by the carrier,Tracking #: 9400645741
2022-12-25 06:22:16 Awaiting carrier pickup Except Sunday, orders packaged before 12am normally will be picked up on the same day, otherwise postponed to the next pick-up date.
2022-12-24 09:13:48 All orders have arrived at shipping center, ready to be packed.
2022-12-22 17:23:08 Y2-5305664A arrived at shipping center.
2022-12-20 15:45:57 In Production Y2-5305664A is producing in Factory JLCPCB Factory 3. Estimated finish time: 2022-12-22 21:32:34, view progress
2022-12-20 02:27:39 All orders finished data preparation, ready for PCB fabrication.
2022-12-20 02:27:39 Y2-5305664A manufacturing data finished.
2022-12-19 20:02:50 Data Preparation Order paid, waiting for engineers to produce the manufacturing data.
2022-12-19 16:06:04 All orders have been reviewed, waiting for payment now.
2022-12-19 15:56:26 Reviewing Y1-5305664A has been replaced by Y2-5305664A, waiting for file review.
2022-12-19 14:17:42 Y1-5305664A audit failed, you can replace files when problem solved.
2022-12-19 11:22:01 Order submitted.Waiting for file review, review will be completed in 10-60 mins when business hours.

Component orders (Comet.bg, Farnell.com, Olimex.com, ANG-Bg.com etc.)

Olimex Ltd., 2 Pravda Str,Plovdiv 4000, Bulgaria
phone: +359-32-626259, fax: +359-32-621270

